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1S92-1895 an Amendment to the Address, to the effect that H.M.'s Goveni-
Ag» 39-42 merib should, but did not, possess the confidence of the House,
The Times, no friendly critic, conceded that the speech in which
lie did so was extremely adroit and ingenious.
He began by rallying the Government on the omission from the
Queen's speech of any legislative  programme,    " On ordinary
occasions," he said, "the speech from tho Throne provides the
mover and seconder with a variety of topics, and the Address itself
is in the nature of a grace before meat, in which the House expresses
in, anticipation its gratitude for tho legislative bounty of HJM's ,
Government,   On tho present occasion the cupboard is bare, and
to these Honourable Gentlemen has been entrusted the task of
formulating the thanks of the House for a completely empty table,"
They were met together to take part in the obsequies of a dead
majority.   " Both the Honourable Gentlemen came to bury Csesar,
and we need not grudge them the licence of eulogy * , . which is
always permitted in an epitaph/'   Ho wont on to challenge the
contention that the composite character of the Liberal majority
robbed the Liberal Party of any moral title to govern.  A majority
is none the less a majority, because if you subtract one of its con-
stituent elements it ceases to be a majority at all  " I protest, in the
name of this still united Kingdom, against this fantastic develop-
ment of an abstract separatist logic.  If you subtract from the total
majority the votes contributed by Scotland and Wales we are in a
minority*"   Were the Tories going to apply their principle to that
extent ? And if not, why not ?   " If your doctrine is good, that the
majority can be analysed into a majority contributed by Ireland,
surely it must be equally good when it is analysed into a majority
contributed by Scotland and Wales.   I go further, and say it is
equally good when it can be analysed into a majority contributed
by England, * , „ I venture then to assert these three propositions,
I say, in the first place, that it is no more true to say of the present
majority that it is contributed by Irish votes, than to say it is
contributed by Scotch and Welsh votes; I say in the second place,
that the dominating factor is the shifting of English and Scotch
opinion ; and I say, in the third place, upon the principle of true
Unionism, which hon, members opposite profess, but which they
seem very slow in crucial cases to put in practice , .,. you are
bound to look to the majority of the whole of the electorate and to
Mthing else."
The argument is worth noting in its application to the third
Home Eule Bill, A genuine Unionist necessarily had some difficulty

